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FAIRBANKS people often think
of science as a recent activity of
humankind a way ofdealing with the
world that emerged only a few cen-
turies back at best we grant some
roots to the greeks and romans but
its mostly taken as a european
discovery nevermindnevermind chinese
technology or arab mathematics

yet the truth is that science belongs
to no single culture or time what we
now call science an activity with
mathematics at its core is only one
face of the endeavor wherever and
whenever people have pursued
knowledge theyve stumbled on
science

As an example I1 offer a wonderful
example of indigenous northern
technology the kayak

first consider the nature of the
scientific endeavor A scientist ob-
serves and from the observation
generates a hypothesis the hypothesis
is challenged by experiment and fur-
ther observation for the hypothesis to
be validated the experiments must be
repeatable yielding the same results
when done by others under similar
conditions

with that in mind return to the sub-
ject ofkayakskajaks envision a hypothetical
scene thousands of year back on the
stony shores of an arctic sea the
observant hunter knows there are
animals in the water A shamansseamansshamans
dreams may take him safely far out
over the ocean without a boat but the
experiment is not uniformly
repeatable

SCIENCE

A hunter needs another mode of
transport to get where the animals are
and back safely with the meat hav-
ing observed objects floating on the
food rich sea the hunter develops a
working hypothesis the right boat will
do the job

observation will show what
materials are available to construct a
vessel experiment shows what
materials work no careful observer
would try carving a functional stone
boat nor plan in the arctic to build
one of logs

continued observation and experi-
ment shows what works best with
long enough to work it out with
thought experiments as well as
physical ones the hunters of the
northern seas developed a family of
vessels perfectly suited to the complex
ofavailable material physical abilities
and local conditions kayakskajaks

and they were a family of vessels
not just a unique design copied
endlessly some 40 different types
have been classified of two basic
kinds

inland kayakskajaks were used on rivers
and lakes to pursue swimming
caribou speed was a prime considera-
tion caribou can swim at a rate of 5
nautical miles an hour that meant the
desirable craft was long because a
longer waterline makes for greater
speed

in practice caribou eskimo kayakskajaks
were up to 30 feet long they also had
narrow rounded bottoms to reduce
drag and increase maneuverability

sea kayakskajaks met different demands
stealth was more important than
speed an alarmed seal or sea otter
dives and vanishes in anati instant pad

dies were purposelypy mademade long and
narrow to ddecrease potentially noisy
dripping seaworthiness was vitally
important as was the ability to
transport quantities of meat

within those functional bounds the
shore dwelling people from the rus-
sian far east to greenland came up
with an array of variations it may
have taken many generations to get it
right but the process was essentially
thoughtful logical and scientific

the variations prove that they
could only have come about through
the processes of observation
hypothesis and experiment designing
and building kayakskajaks was an applied
science needing no formal
mathematics but abundant quantities of
everything else that good science
demands

As the elegant minimum in work-
ing boats exactly what was needed
to permitt a hunter to bring home food
with no wasted materials in extra
weight or length kayakskajaks even ex-
emplify an important scientific
premise other things being equal the
best solution is the simplest one
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